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We've updated Android Backup Extractor to add support for logging data to a samba share. Users can now share their backups on a samba share which means they can send the files to multiple devices. SOTI MobiControl can then be used on each of
those devices to access the backups. Backup extractor was improved in v13. The ability to filter data to a folder or to a URL was added for that reason. In addition, a bug that was preventing file matching for s3 backups was fixed. Lastly, the ability to

delete backups from any web browser was added. Android Backup Extractor v13 now has built in support for cloud accounts. As of this release, Android Backup Extractor v13 will extract data from iphones with a Google Account and a Google Play
Account. Existing users will be migrated over to the new system. The following data types are supported, and they are listed in the order that they are extracted. The built in support will pull the cloud account data for all of these accounts: After three
and a half years of version 7, we're hard at work on iPhone Backup Extractor 8, due later this summer. Once we release that, we're going to be taking a more structured approach in tying new features to major version updates (8.0, 8.1, 8.2) and so on,

and fixes in the release in between those. You can now download the latest version of Power BI Desktop, now delivered as a single.exe file that contains all supported languages. If you're running Windows 10, you can also get Power BI Desktop from the
Windows Store. The monthly versions are the same even though the version numbering may differ between the two, regardless of which way you install Power BI Desktop. See this article for more information.
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In previous versions, APK Extractor Pro would only extract a single
file from an APK installation. In this new version, it can extract any

number of files and folders to a user-specified location. This
capability can be used to extract additional files or folders if you
have a multi-APK installation. See this tutorial for step-by-step

instructions. APK Extractor Pro for Android (Beta) has been
updated with a Beta app. This version has a few issues that we
will fix in the next version. If youd like to try it out, please select

'''Delete'', and replace it with ''Application'', and then select
''Install'' to restart the application. Set the "Installation folder"
path where APK Extractor will write the extracted files. You can
use "Browse" button to select any folder that youd like. It also

allows you to specify a directory to be cleared at uninstall time.
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Download the latest macOS for an all-new entertainment
experience. Your music, movies, podcasts and audiobooks will

transfer automatically to the AppleMusic, AppleTV, ApplePodcasts
and AppleBooks apps where youll still have access to your

favourite iTunes features, including purchases, rentals
andimports. If you're still running an extractor that is at least

13.0.3 then you may want to get the free update. We have made
a few changes: Support for Instagram is added as v13.0.3 can now

do a bulk export of all Instagram Media. Support for SwiftKey is
added, you can export all content in the quick replies section of

any message. Support for WhatsApp has been added and exports
the conversation list, message and media. We have added an
option to export all completed payments. Several UI and Code

format changes as well as some API improvements. 5ec8ef588b
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